
 
 

 

 
 
 
Veneer 

 Exposed surfaces are select grade cherry, walnut, or maple. 
 Drawer fronts are 3-ply construction and ¾” thick with vertically matched grain. 
 Select grain patterns are used to maintain consistency and proper balance between units. 

 
Tops 

 Tops are 3-ply balanced construction and 1” thick combined with a ½” thick sub-top to create the Elevate 
edge. 

 Veneer or HLP options available. 
 Tops are shaped on all four sides for complete design appeal. 
 Grommets are available for data/wire management. 

 
Drawers 

 Drawer sides are ½” thick wood grain vinyl wrapped. 
 Box and File drawer have 1/8” thick hardboard bottoms. 
 Lateral Files drawers have ¼” thick hardboard bottoms for storage applications. 
 Drawers feature 5-sided construction for easy removal of drawer fronts. 
 High quality suspensions with a lifetime warranty. 
 Box and file drawers are full extension, progressive slides. 
 Positive cushioned start/stops and steel ball bearings to ensure a smooth ride. 

 
Locking 

 Locks are color matched to pull selected. 
 Pedestal locks secure all drawers with the turn of a single key. 
 All units ship randomly keyed as standard or can be keyed alike at no additional charge. 
 Removable lock cores for re-keying. 

 
Assembly 

 Tops, end panels, and modesty panels are securely fastened using high quality fastening systems to 
assure maximum strength. 

 Heavy-duty adjustable glides ensure proper leveling and compensate for uneven floors. 
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ELEVATE - Continued 
 
Finish 

 Indiana Furniture features a UV Advantage finish that is made to last and preserves the clarity of our 
products and earns LEED Credit 4.5 for low-emitting materials. 

 Unique matte sheen UV finish. 
 Choose from 12 finishes. 

 
Edge Options  

 Elevate edge is created by a trim sub-top. 
 The color for tops, locks and mouldings will be determined by the pull option color. 

 
Pull Options 

 Choose from 3 pulls in aluminum or black finish – Bar, Ramp or Beam 
 
Tasklights 

 Tasklights are available in the standard fluorescent or energy efficient LED models. 
 
Tackboards 

 Tackboards available in a wide variety of fabric selections for all hutch sizes including Momentum, 
Maharam, Mayer, CF Stinson, and DesignTex as well as others. 

 
Warranty & Certifications 

 12-year Limited Liability Warranty 
 ANSI/BIFMA X5.5-2008 and X5.9-2004 
 BIFMA level 2 Certified 

 


